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Q. How do I support my Sweetwater 6’ swim out?

A. The width tread of the 6’ swim out has a large surface area. Due to the weight of the water on this area it
      is best to support it with concrete block piers. Place 4 piers across the bottom length of the swim out, 
      where the blocks touch the bottom of the swim out. Place a treated or composite board across the whole 
      length. When the collar is poured this will keep the blocks in place.

Q. How do I clean the steps and swim outs?

A. You can clean the steps and swim outs with a soft scrub cleanser with bleach. For stubborn stains you can
      use an automotive rubbing compound.

Q. I need to replace my step screws, gasket, and faceplates. What parts do I need to order?

A. The step screws are number 10 x 1” pan head stainless steel. The replacement screws are part number
      H01906 sold in a pack of 50. The faceplates and gaskets can be ordered and they are part numbers H0543UD
      for the faceplates and I02631 for the gaskets (2 required for an 8’ step), holes are not pre-drilled. Use the old
      faceplates as a guide to drill the new faceplates.

Q. How do I winterize step/swim out jets or main drain?

A. Remove the internal jet. Carefully turn the jet with slow even pressure, USE CAUTION WHEN TURNING
     THE JET, TO MUCH FORCE WILL BREAK THE INTERNAL TABS AND A NEW JET WILL BE NEEDED. Place 
      expanding rubber plugs in the jet openings. Remove or open the air valve all the way. Blow air through the
      lines until the water is removed. For the main drain blow air until you see bubbles coming from the drains,
      quickly close the valve at pump. Pour RV antifreeze through the air valve and close.


